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Abstract — Recent studies have attempted to evaluate the
benefits and drawbacks of using aspect-oriented programming
to modularize exception handling code. In spite of their many
interesting findings, these studies have not reached a consensus
when it comes to the impact of aspectization on exception
handler reuse. In fact, their results are sometimes in direct
contradiction.In this paper we describe a study aiming to
answer the question of whether AOP really promotes the
implementation of reusable exception handling. We analyze
reuse in a specific context: in terms of the number of
duplicated or very similar error handlers that can be
removed from a program when extracting error handling code
to aspects. Our study targets three industrial-strength,
medium-size software systems from different domains and
employs a comprehensive set of concern-specific metrics.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Exception handling [14] is a technique used in software
development that allows one to structure a program to deal
with exceptional situations. Many mainstream programming
languages, such as Java, Ada and C++, have an exception
handling mechanism. An exception handling mechanism
supports the separation between the code responsible for
handling errors and the code implementing the main system
functionality [22]. Ideally, this separation results in systems
that are less complex and, hence, easier to understand and
more evolvable and reliable [23].
In spite of all its potential benefits, effectively using
exception handling is not a simple task. The main problem is
that error handling code usually gets tangled with code
associated with other concerns and scattered throughout
many program units. This hinders maintainability and
understandability and negates some of the expected benefits
of exception handing mechanisms. In addition, developers
are often only interested in the main system functionality
[26]. Exception handling is often addressed at the
implementation phase, in an ad hoc way. As a consequence,
exception handling code is, in general, not well-understood,
tested, and documented [6]. Another problem of exception
handling in object-oriented systems written in mainstream
programming languages is code duplication. It is often the

case that identical exception handlers can be found in many
different places within a system [1]. Duplicated code can
have a negative impact on several software quality attributes
[17], including maintainability and reliability.
The use of new separation of concerns techniques such as
aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [18] can help
developers in taming the inherently crosscutting nature of
error handling. In AOP, crosscutting concerns, such
exception handling, authentication, and logging, can be
implemented by a new abstraction, called aspect, while the
concerns that are not crosscutting are implemented with plain
object-oriented programming. AOP can also help developers
in reducing the amount of duplicated error handling code in
an application, by localizing similar exception handlers
within the same program unit. This means that, when an
exception handler is refactored to an aspect, all the clones of
that handler can be removed and the aspectized handler can
be reused instead, without duplication.
The intra-application reuse of exception handling code
promoted by AOP has been discussed in at least two
previous studies. Lippert and Lopes [21] found out that,
when extracting to aspects the error handling code of a
reusable infrastructure, a large amount of reuse can be
achieved and, as a consequence, system size is reduced. On
the other hand, some of us [3] conducted an independent
study targeting four deployable systems and found out that
very little reuse could be achieved through the aspectization
of exception handling. In fact, system size consistently grew
after we extracted error handling to aspects. In our view,
these conflicting results stem from the focus of these studies.
The first one aimed to assess the feasibility of using AOP to
modularize exception handling whereas the second one
assessed the quality of the resulting code, when compared to
a purely object-oriented version. Even though both studies
attempted to measure system attributes typically associated
with intra-application exception handling reuse, such as
number of lines of code (LOC) and number of catch blocks,
none of them was specifically designed with reuse in mind.
Therefore, it is difficult to extrapolate their findings to
general software development.

This paper addresses these limitations of previous studies
and presents a new study with the goal of assessing the
extent to which AOP promotes intra-application reuse of
exception handling code. We compare three alternatives for
modularizing exception handling: a “regular” object-oriented
approach, a refactored object-oriented approach where
exception handlers are implemented in special-purpose
classes, as an attempt to maximize the reuse of objectoriented exception handlers, and an aspect-oriented approach
where exception handlers are implemented in AspectJ [20],
an aspect-oriented extension to Java. For the latter two
alternatives, the code was thoroughly and methodically
reviewed to spot reuse opportunities and combine identical
handlers. Our study targets three medium-size industrialstrength Java applications where exception handling code is
non-trivial. We try to elicit situations where AOP creates
opportunities for reuse whereas object-oriented programming
does not and vice-versa. We also analyze the language
constructs that influence these opportunities, i.e., the root
causes for one approach to be more powerful than the other.
We employ a set of software metrics to assess the quality of
each version of the three systems. These metrics have the
peculiarity of being capable of directly measuring system
features that are related to reuse of exception handling code.
To collect these metrics, we have built a measurement tool
that works with both Java and AspectJ programs.
It is important to stress the main differences between this
study and previous studies addressing the combination of
AOP and exception handling. First, we use medium-size,
industrial-strength applications with non-trivial exception
handlers, whereas Lippert and Lopes [21] have employed a
reusable infrastructure with very simple exception handling
policies. Our study is also different from the one conducted
by Castor Filho et al. [3], since we have employed pairs of
developers attempting to systematically reuse exception
handling as much as possible. In addition, these pairs have
also reviewed each other's work, to spot missed reuse
opportunities Finally, this study employs a set of 10 different
concern-specific metrics, all of them focusing on exception
handling. This set of metrics provides a more precise picture
of the impact of each modularization approach on the
amount of exception handling reuse that could be achieved.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
target applications of our study (Section II.A), explains how
we extracted exception handling code to both aspects and
new classes (Section II.B), and describes our approach for
finding and eliminating duplicated handlers (Section II.C). It
also presents the employed metrics suite (Section II.D).
Section III presents the results of the study. Sections IV and
V discuss related work and round the paper, respectively.
II. STUDY STETTING
In this section we describe the configuration of our study.
Section II.A describes its target systems. Sectin II.B explains
how we extracted error handling code to aspects and to new
classes. We assume that the reader has a basic knowledge of
AOP and AspectJ. The adopted approach for detecting and
combining duplicated exception handlers is explained in

Section II.C. Section II.D presents the metrics suite that we
employed in order to quantify reuse
A. Our Case Studies
In this study we refactored three Java applications. These
applications are significant for our study because they are
real industrial-strength applications and have some relevant
characteristics. The first one is that all of them have at least
15K LOC and at least 1% of LOC pertaining to exception
handling. A second characteristic is that the applications are
from different domains and written in Java. The third
characteristic is that the applications have many non-trivial
exception handlers. Finally, the three target systems come
from different domains and application development
platforms. The original implementations of the three
applications are in plain Java. For each application, two new
versions were developed: one where exception handling is
modularized using AspectJ aspects and another one where
exception handling is modularized using Java classes
(Section II.A). On the remaining of this section, we describe
the three target systems.
The first application is Checkstyle1, a plugin that checks
coding style for Java programs. This application comprises
19,197 LOC (compilable code, excluding comments and
blank lines) and more than 290 classes and interfaces. The
second application, Java PetStore2, is a demo for the Java
platform, Enterprise Edition 3(Java EE). This application
employs various technologies based one the Java Enterprise
Edition (EE) platform and is representative of e-commerce
applications. Its implementation has approximately 17,500
LOC and 330 classes and interfaces. The third application is
JHotDraw4, a Java GUI framework for technical and
structured graphics. JHotDraw comprises 23k LOC and more
than 400 classes and interfaces.
B. Extracting Exception Handling
This study compared three different versions of each of
the target systems: (i) an original version, implemented in
Java; (ii) a refactored OO version, also implemented in Java;
and (iii) and AO version, implemented in AspectJ. The latter
are functionally equivalent versions of the original system
where the exception handling code was moved to new
classes and new aspects, respectively. To obtain versions (ii)
and (iii) of each target systems, we extracted, from original
version, exception handling code to new classes and aspects
whose sole responsibility is to implement the exception
handling concern.
It is important to emphasize that, in the refactored OO
versions, the code that captures exceptions (try-catch-finally
blocks) cannot be extracted, diferently from the refactored
AO versions. Only the internal statements of the catch and
finally blocks. We perform this extraction, nonetheless, to
evaluate the capability of object-oriented languages to
promote error handling reuse, so as to allow a fair
1
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comparison with AspectJ. We consider that exception
handling code is all the code that exists solely due to the
need to handle exceptions (i.e., we could remove it if
exceptions never had to be handled). This is in accordance to
the ideas of Eaddy et al. [8]. This definition includes catch
blocks, finally blocks and the definition of try blocks (but not
the code within a try block). It excludes throw statements
and throws clauses, as well as code that checks for erroneous
conditions. In this study, eight different programmers
conducted the extraction of the exception handlers. These
programmers worked in pairs. Each pair systematically
reviewed the work of the others. The first step of exception
handler extraction was to move exception handlers out of the
regular Java classes to Java classes concerned only with
exception handling (handler classes). One handler class was
created for each package in the system. Only the contents of
catch and finally blocks were removed to these classes and
the catch and finally blocks therefore contained only calls to
the new handler methods. Figure 1. , Figure 1. , and Figure 1.
present an example of this refactoring. Figure 1(a) presents
the original code whereas Figure 1. shows the same method
after its exception handler is extracted to a handler class.
Figure 1. shows the affected parts of a handler class. If a
catch or a finally block writes (in primitives types) or
performs assingments to a private field of the enclosing
class, or a local variable or parameter of the enclosing
method, this refactoring cannot be performed, because these
elements are not accessible to a handler class.
The second step of the extraction consisted of moving to
aspects (handler aspects) the error handlers of the original
version of each target system. One handler aspect was
created for each package in the system. For uniformity’s
sake, we employed only around advice to implement
handlers (handler advice), since they are powerful enough to
implement a wide variety of error handling strategies [3]. In
this phase of the study, we created new advice on a per-tryblock basis, i.e., all the catch blocks associated to a try block
in the original version of each system were moved to the
same advice. The finally blocks were moved to separate
advice to promote the conceptual separation between
exception handlers and clean-up actions. Figure 1. shows a
class affected by AO refactoring, where the try-catch blocks
were removed. Figure 1. presents the resulting handler
advice. In cases where a handler depends on fields of the
enclosing class, we declare the aspects to which they are
extracted to be privileged. On the other hand, when a handler
depends on local variables of the enclosing method, we first
employ the Extract Method [10] refactoring to expose these
variables as parameters of the new method and then extract
the handler to an aspect. In a small number of situations, e.g.,
a handler that writes to two or more local variables of the
enclosing method, it was not possible extract exception
handlers to aspects without redesigning of the original
system. The handlers in these cases were not modified.
C. Reusing Exception Handlers
To reuse exception handlers, a similar approach was
conducted for both the refactored OO versions and the AO

versions, taking into account the differences between the two
paradigms. For the refactored OO versions, we first put all
the exception handling code that could be extracted to
classes in a single class per package. Next, we look for
similar exception handlers within the handler class of each
package. Methods implementing duplicated exception
handlers are eliminated and references to these methods are
modified to point out to the appropriate handlers. Each
handler class is systematically reviewed by at least two pairs
of developers. The next step is to combine duplicated
handlers appearing in different packages. In this case, we
compare handler classes across unrelated packages. In this
case, duplicated handlers are moved to a global parent
handler class and the handler classes are modified to inherit
from it. Whenever, due to reuse, a handler class becomes
empty, we remove it from the system.
For the AO versions, we start by putting all the source
code relative to the capture and handling of exceptions in a
single aspect per package. Then, we check the possibility of
reuse inside each package. The complicating factor in this
case is the flexibility of AspectJ. For example, different
(unrelated) return types do not necessarily mean that two
handler advice cannot be combined. This greater flexibility
also means that developers have more issues to consider,
when combining handler advice, e.g., the return type of the
method to which the handler advice will be associated, the
number of arguments of the method, if other exceptions can
be thrown, etc. In addition, sometimes the sets of catch
blocks associated to different try blocks cannot be reused,
but the individual catch blocks can. In these fairly frequent
situations, it is necessary to create handler advice on a percatch block basis, instead of a per-try block basis.
After checking if there are reuse possibilities inside each
package, we proceed as described for the refactored OO
versions. A global general aspect was created to contain the
similar handlers that are duplicated across different
packages. However, differently from the general handler
class, there is no inheritance relationship between the handler
aspects. Due to the limited form of inheritance supported by
AspectJ and the richer reuse scenarios promoted by AOP, we
found that aspect inheritance would not suit our needs.
Figure 2. illustrates the amount of exception handling
code reuse that could be achieved in some situations. Figure
2. (a) shows a simple method that is called by twelve
different catch blocks. Figure 2. (b), shows the same
exception handler in the AspectJ version of the system. The
handler in this case is not called by any catch blocks. Instead,
it is associated to twelve different join points in the system. It
is important to stress that scenarios such as this one are only
possible when exception handlers are very simple. Even
though some amount of reuse is possible with more
complicated handlers, this is not always easy to spot and is
limited to a few places in the code.

public class CheckSelectedFilesAction {
... public void run(IAction action) {
... try{
addFileResources(mSelection.toList(), filesToCheck);
} catch () {
CheckstyleLog.errorDialog(mPart.getSite().getShell(), e, true);
//one or more lines
}...
}...
}
(a) Original CheckSelectedFilesAction class.
public class CheckSelectedFilesAction {
ActionHandler actionH = new ActionHandler();
... public void run(IAction action) {
... try{
addFileResources(mSelection.toList(), filesToCheck);
} catch () {
actionH. errorDialogCheckstyleLog(mPart.getSite().getShell(),e, true);
} ...
} ...
}
(b) Refactored CheckSelectedFilesAction class. Refactored OO version.
public class ActionExceptionHandler {
... public void errorDialogCheckstyleLog(Shell shell , Exception e, boolean b){
CheckstyleLog.errorDialog(shell, e, b);
}...
}
(c) ActionExceptionHandler exception handler class.
public class CheckSelectedFilesAction {
... public void run(IAction action) {
...
addFileResources(mSelection.toList(), filesToCheck);
...
} ...
}
(d) Refactored CheckSelectedFilesAction class. AO version.
public privileged aspect ActionAspectExceptionHandler
{
... declare soft: CoreException : CheckSelectedFilesActionHandle_runHandle();
... pointcut CheckSelectedFilesActionHandle_runHandle():
execution (public void CheckSelectedFilesAction.run(..)) ;
... void around(): CheckSelectedFilesActionHandle_runHandle(){
try { proceed(); } catch (CoreException e) {
CheckSelectedFilesAction c =
(CheckSelectedFilesAction) thisJoinPoint.getThis();
CheckstyleLog.errorDialog(c.mPart.getSite().getShell(), e, true);
}
}...
}
(e) ActionAspectExceptionHandler exception handler aspect.

Figure 1.

Examples of the extraction of exception handling code.

...
//Called by some code location
public void rethrowCheckstylePluginException(Exception e) throws
CheckstylePluginException {
CheckstyleLog.log(e);
CheckstylePluginException.rethrow(e);
}...
(a). Exemple of code reuse using a class.
...
Object around() throws CheckstylePluginException:
RetrowException_runHandle() ||
ProjectConfigurationFactory_internalLoadFromPersistenceHandler() ||
checkConfigurationMigrator_migrateHandler() ||
ProjectConfigurationEditor_internalEnsureFileExistsHandler() ||
ExternalFileConfiguration_internalEnsureFileExistsHandler() ||
checkConfigurationMigrator_ensureFileExistsHandler() ||
auditor_runAuditHandle() ||
PackageNamesLoader_getPackageNames() ||
CustomLibrariesClassLoader_get() ||
RetrowException_setModulesHandle() ||
RemoteConfigurationType_internalGetCheckstyleConfigurationHandler() {
Object result = null;
try {
result = proceed();
} catch (IOException ioe) {
CheckstyleLog.log(ioe);
CheckstylePluginException.rethrow(ioe);
}
return result;
}
...
(b). Exemple of code reuse using an aspect.
Figure 2. Examples of the reused exception handling code.

D. Metrics Suite
We evaluated the three versions of each target system
based on a suite of code metrics. To collect them, we used a
tool that we have developed as an extension to AopMetrics5,
EH-Meter6. The latter is a metrics collection tool that works
with both Java and AspectJ programs. Since this study
focuses on evaluating reuse, we choose a set of metrics
capable of measuring quantities that, we believe, indicate
exception handling reuse or the lack thereof. More
specifically, we have selected 11 metrics, all but one of them
directly applicable to the error handling concern. For all the
employed metrics, a lower value is better.
The selected metrics are divided in two groups: size
metrics and concern metrics. Table 1 lists these metrics and
briefly describes them. The first group, size metrics, includes
metrics for both general system attributes (e.g. Number of
Lines of code) and quatities that are specific to exception
handling (e.g. Number of try Blocks). The selected size
metrics are: number of Lines Of Code (LOC), Number of try
blocks (NOT), Number Of Catch blocks (NOC), Number Of
5
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Finally blocks (NOF), number of Lines Of Code
implementing Exception Handling (LOCEH), and Number
of Exception Handlers (NEH). The latter counts the number
of blocks of code that implement exception handling
strategies. It is useful to quantify reuse of exception handling
in the refactored OO versions.
Concerns metrics, measure how the source code is
directed to analyze concerns [27]. We employ these metrics
to assess the extent to which the modularization of exception
handling influences reuse and vice-versa. Moreover, some of
these metrics simply count the number of occurrences of a
certain kind of element pertaining to a specific concern. This
is not different from what the aforementioned size metrics
do. In this study, we consider only two concerns: exception
handling and the main system functionality, which comprises
all the remaining system concerns. The first three metrics
[25] are well-known in the AO software development
community: Concern Diffusion over Components (CDC),
Concern Diffusion over Operations (CDO), and Concern
Diffusion over LOC (CDLOC). The justification for using
those metrics is to verify the diffusion of the exception
handling concern, analising: (i) how many components
(classes and aspects) and operations (methods) implement
the exception handling concern; and (iii) how many

transitions exists between exception handling and normal

behaviour.

Table 1. The employed metrics suite
Group

Metric
LOC
NOT
NOC
NOF
LOCEH
NEH
CDC
CDO

Size Metrics

CDLOC

Concerns
Metrics

LOF
DOS

Description
Number of LOC in a program, excluding comments and blank lines.
Number of try blocks.
Number of catch blocks.
Number of finally blocks.
Lines of code that are relative to the handling and capture of exceptions.
Number of blocks of code that to contribute to handle exceptions.
The number of components (classes and aspects) that include some exception handling code.
The number of operations (methods) that include exception handling code.
The number of transition points for each concern through the lines of code. The use of this metric requires a
shadowing process that partitions the code into shadowed areas and non-shadowed areas.
Measures the variance of the dedication of a component to every concern. The result is normalized between 0
(completely focused) and 1 (completely unfocused).
A measure of the variance of the concentration of a concern over all components. The result is normalized to be
between 0 (completely localized) and 1 (completely delocalized, uniformly distributed).

In addition, we use two more recent metrics that were
proposed in order to circumvent some of the limitations of
the aforementioned concern metrics. The first one, Lack Of
Focus (LOF), is an adaptation of the Degree Of Focus (DOF)
metric, proposed by Eaddy et al. [8]. DOF measures the
extent to which a component’s lines of code are dedicated to
the implementation of a given concern. Its value ranges
between 0 (completely unfocused) and 1 (completely
focused). A component’s LOF is equal to 1 – DOF. The last
concern metric, Degree of scattering (DOS) [8] measures the
extent to which the LOC related to a concern are contained
within a specific component. More information about DOF
and DOS is available elsewhere [8].
III.

STUDY RESULTS

The main goal of this study is to check if AOP promotes
greater reuse of exception handling code than a traditional,
object-oriented approach. It also attempts, to a certain extent,
to understand the relation between reuse and modularization
of exception handling. The employed metrics support the
evaluation of the changes applied to code, highlighting the
benefits and drawbacks stemming from these changes. We
investigate the impacts in reuse and separation of concerns of
using aspect-oriented programming to modularize exception
capture and handling. Besides this, refactored objectoriented versions of each application were developed to
guarantee a better reuse. The refactored OO version was
employed in order to make the comparison between OOP
and AOP fair, since the original version of each target
system was not designed or implemented with exception
handling reuse in mind.
Table 2 presents size metrics collected from the three
versions of each target system. Original OO indicates the
original OO versions. Ref. OO refers to the object-oriented
refactored versions, and Ref. AO indicates the aspectoriented refactored versions. A percentage increase (% Incr.)
indicates that the values of the metrics have increase after
refactoring an application, when compared with the original
version. As previously mentioned, for almost all the
employed metrics, a lower value is better. The only
exception is metric LOC=0 (Table 3), where it is not really
possible to infer if a value is good or not without comparing

it with the value of the same metric for a different version of
the same system. In this case, higher is better.
Some results of the metrics presented expected values.
For number of try blocks (NOT), number of catch blocks
(NOC) and number of finally blocks (NOF) there was no
variation between Original OO and Ref. OO versions.
However, their values decreased sensibly for all the target
systems, in many cases by more than 40%. This indicates
that try, catch, and finally blocks are being reused in the Ref.
AO versions, although not as much as reported by Lippert
and Lopes [21].
The number of LOC grew in the refactored versions of
all applications. Even though the increment might seem to be
small (between 0.51% and 3.38%), it is considerable if we
consider that it is solely a consequence of attempting to
better modularize exception handling. In a similar vein, the
Lines of Exception Handling Code (LOCEH) metric
increased for all the refactored versions of the target systems.
This overhead, affecting LOC and LOCEH, occurred
because: (a) the Ref. OO version has more source code from
calling new methods and new classes, and from method
declarations; (b) in the Ref. AO version we need to create
new aspects, advice, pointcuts and sometimes use the declare
soft intertype declaration to suppress the checks that the Java
compiler performs for checked exceptions.
The Number of Exception Handlers (NEH) metric
decreased in both Ref. OO and Ref. AO versions. The
reduction in the value of the metric for these versions of the
applications stems from the separation between exception
capture and exception handling. Since the handlers in the
Ref. OO versions are methods whose parameters are the
exceptions to be handled, in many cases these methods can
take as arguments exceptions of types that are more general
than the actual types of the exceptions being handled, thus
creating new opportunities for reuse. This is possible because
the exceptions are still captured in terms of their specific
types, avoiding exception subsumption [24]. In the Ref. AO
versions, since capture and handling of exceptions are
performed by the advice, the latter must catch the exceptions
using their specific types, to avoid catching exceptions
unintentionally. If, in the Ref. AO version, the handler
advice were responsible solely for handling exceptions and

regular try-catch blocks were responsible for capturing them,
it would be possible to achieve an even greater amount of

reuse than was achieved in the Ref. OO versions.

Table 2. Size Metrics Results. Shows the absolute values and the increments with respect to measurements for the original version.
System

JHD

Checkstyle

PetStore

Version

LOC

NOT

NOC

NOF

LOCEH

NEH

Original OO

22820

64

71

4

293

65

Ref. OO
(% Incr.)
Ref. AO
(% Incr.)
Original OO

22937
(0.51%)
23089
(1.18%)
19197

64
(0%)
47
(-26.56%)
230

71
(0%)
56
(-21.13%)
271

4
(0%)
4
(0%)
27

375
(27.99%)
595
(103.07%)
1211

34
(-47.69%)
47
(-27.69%)
282

Ref. OO
(% Incr.)
Ref. AO
(% Incr.)
Original OO

19475
(1.45%)
19845
(3.38%)
17177

229
(-0,43%)
131
(-43.04%)
294

270
(-0.37%)
142
(-47.60%)
418

27
(0%)
22
(-18.52%)
13

1379
(13.87%)
1700
(40.38%)
1709

104
(-63.12%)
154
(-45.39%)
397

Ref. OO
(% Incr.)
Ref. AO
(% Incr.)

17798
(3,62%)
17401
(1.30%)

294
(0%)
165
(-43.88%)

418
(0%)
218
(-47.85%)

13
(0%)
7
(-46.15%)

2214
(29.55%)
2281
(33.47%)

205
(-48.36%)
210
(-47.10%)

Table 3 exposes results relative to the concern metrics.
Metrics CDO (Concern Diffusion of Operation), CDLOC
(Concern Diffusion of Lines of Code) and CDC (Concern
Diffusion of Components) indicate how the exception
handling concern is scattered and tangled throughout the
application. Version Ref. AO obtained the best results for all
the target systems. This result is consistent with results
obtained in previous studies [3], pertaining to the ability of
AOP to textually separate error handling from other system
concerns. The values of CDO and CDLOC for the Ref. AO
versions of the target applications decreased by more than
50%. The values for CDO indicate that fewer operations in
the systems implement the exception handling concern (less
scattering). The obtained values for CDLOC point out that
there is almost no intermingling between error handling code
and code implementing other concerns (less tangling). In the
Ref. OO versions, try, catch and finally were not removed
from the Java classes, unlike the Ref. AO versions. In
additions, new methods solely responsible for handling
exceptions were created in the handler classes. As a
consequence, the values of CDO and CDC were strongly
affected. On the other hand, the values for CDLOC remained
largely unaffected, since no new concern transition points
(Section II.D) were created.
The LOF (Lack of Focus) metric is normalized and Table
3 presents two different pieces of information pertaining to
it. First, it presents the average LOF for all the components
of each target application. Table 3 also indicates the number
of components where LOF is 0 (LOF=0). By comparing the
values of LOF=0 for the different versions of a target system,
it is possible to assess the extent to which each approach for
modularizing exception handling results in a system where
each system component is focused on a single concern, a
desirable property.
In the Ref. AO version both the average LOF and the
number of components where LOF is 0 were better than the
others versions. These results mean that, in the Ref. AO
versions, error handling components are only responsible for
handling exceptins and non-error handling components
almost never handle exceptions (as highlighter by the

CDLOC results). The LOF and LOF=0 results for the Ref.
OO versions were slightly better than the ones for the
original versions of the applications. This result must be
analyzed with care, though. Since CDLOC did not change in
the Ref. OO versions, it is possible to deduce that the system
components that are present in both original and Ref. OO
versions did not get more focused because they still mix
error handling and normal behavior. Hence, the improvement
in the value of these metrics for the Ref. OO versions is a
consequence of the error handling components. They are
highly focused and increase the overall number of system
components.
The last metric presented in Table 3 is DOS (Degree of
Scattering). Similarly to DOF, the value of this metric is
normalized between 0 and 1. A value of 0 for this metric
means that the implementation of a concern is entirely
contained within a single program unit. A value of 1 means
that the implementation of a concern is scattered throughout
all the components of the system. For this metric, the Ref.
AO versions exhibited the best results, although not by a
large difference. This is understandable, since the Ref. AO
versions concentrate all the error handling code within the
aspects, thus reducing the number of program units
responsible for this concern. The Ref. OO versions had
slightly worse results than the original ones because the
implementation of error handling is scattered throughout a
larger number of components. Finally, for all the versions of
all the systems, the values of DOS were very high. Since this
study only considers two concerns (exception handling and
the normal behavior), it is natural that at least one of them
(the normal behavior) is scattered throughout the system
components.
The percentage of increment for each metric is presented
in Figures 3 and 4. The size metrics are depicted in Figure 3
whereas the increments related to concern metrics are
presented in Figure 4. Looking up these figures we can
conclude that, for each approach to modularizing exception
handling, the three target applications were consistent when
each metric is considered. For example, all the Ref. AO
versions exhibited a lower number of try blocks and a greater

amount of lines of exception handling code. This suggests
that the obtained results might be applicable to a wider range

of applications.

Table 3. Concern Metrics Results. Shows the absolute values and the increments with respect to measurements for the original version.
System

JHD

Checkstyle

PetStore

Version

CDO

CDLOC

CDC

LOF=0

DOS

40

Average
LOF
0.0333

Original OO

62

262

Ref. OO
(% Incr.)
Ref. AO
(% Incr.)
Original

81
(30.65%)
47
(-24.19%)
200

262
(0%)
20
(-92.37%)
870

90.10%

0.9601

49
(22.50%)
12
(-70.00%)
109

0.0323
(-2.92%)
0.0025
(-92.43%)
0,1486

90.31%
(0.24%)
99.52%
(10.46%)
62.28%

0.9712
(1.16%)
0.8765
(-8.71%)
0.9855

Ref. OO
(% Incr.)
Ref. AO
(% Incr.)
Original

253
(26.50%)
127
(-36.50%)
237

870
(0%)
92
(-89.43%)
1012

120
(10.09%)
27
(-75.23%)
109

0,1353
(-8.91%)
0,0138
(-90.69%)
0,1721

64.36%
(3.33%)
97.44%
(56.44%)
67.27%

0.9863
(0.08%)
0.8983
(-8.85%)
0.9836

Ref. OO
(% Incr.)
Ref. AO
(% Incr.)

365
(54.01%)
157
(-33.76%)

1008
(-0,40%)
68
(-93.28%)

148
(35.78%)
51
(-53.21%)

0,1461
(-15.13%)
0,0162
(-90.61%)

70.97%
(5.50%)
95.64%
(42.18%)

0.9886
(0.50%)
0.9578
(-2.62%)

Figure 3. How the size metrics changed for the Ref. OO and Ref. AO versions.

Figure 4. How the concern metrics changed for the Ref. OO and Ref. AO versions.

A careful analysis of the figures reveals some interesting
points. First of all, there is a relationship between reduction
in LOC and reuse when using AOP. JHD, the system where
the lowest amount of reuse could be achieved, was also the
one where LOCEH grew the most. This indicates that reuse
of exception handlers actually influences the final number of
LOC. Nonetheless, the overhead of using AOP, in terms of
LOC, is considerable. For all the systems, LOCEH grew by
at least 25%. Most importantly, this overhead is, for all the
situations we have analyzed so far, much greater than the
economy in LOC afforded by AOP. This observation raises
another important point. This study has evidenced that, when
applied in the modularization of error handling, AOP
promotes reuse. However, it is not clear whether this reuse
results in code that is more maintainable or understandable.
Arguably, developers attempting to understand a system
where exception handling is modularized with aspects would
need to understand a greater number of modules and a larger
number of LOC. Moreover, exception handling aspects
influence program control flow in subtle ways that are not
evidenced by the code [5][2].
IV.

RELATED WORK

Several researchers have tried to evaluate advantages and
disadvantages of employing AOP to modularize crosscutting
concerns [3][5][9][13][15][16][21]. The seminal paper on
AOP [18] already referenced the exception handling concern
as a good candidate to be modularized with aspects. There
are specific studies that focus on implementing exception
handling with aspects [3][4][21]. Lippert and Lopes [21]
performed a study with a medium size reusable infrastructure
(the JWAM framework) in which the goal was to modularize
exception handling, extracting the exception detection and
handling code to aspects. This study used the AspectJ
language. This study found out that AOP promotes better
tolerance to changes in the specification of the error handling
behavior of a system, better support to incremental
development, better reuse, and decreased system size.
Castor Filho et al. [3] conducted another study about the
adequacy of the AspectJ language to modularize exception
handling. They refactored four full-fledged applications
(three object-oriented and aspect-oriented), moving
exception handling to aspects. This study employed a set of
static code metrics to compare the refactored and original
versions of each target system. Similarly to the Lippert and
Lopes study, Castor Filho and colleagues concluded that the
degree of tangling and scattering decreased with the
aspectization. Moreover, despite the growing number of
operations, these new operations were simpler and
responsible solely for implementing error handling.
Furthermore, this study found out that reusing exception
handlers is difficult and that previous findings pertaining to
the amount of reuse that could be achieved by using AOP
were not generally applicable. A limitation of both of these
studies is that they assumed a correlation between exception
handler reuse and number of LOC. As evidenced by our
study, this is not the case and large amounts of reuse can be

achieved without a reduction in the number of LOC of the
system.
Recently, Cacho and colleagues [2] devised a domainspecific extension of AspectJ, EJFlow, whose goal is to
modularize error handling code. EJFlow includes
mechanisms to associate exception handlers with exception
flows in a Java program, providing developers with local
control over global exceptions. The evaluation of EJFlow has
shown it promotes increased reuse of exception handling
code. Similar results were obtained by Hoffman and Eugster
[16], with the use of explicit join points (EJP), a means to
reduce the amount of obliviousness of aspect-oriented
programs. These two works represent important
improvements over AspectJ and their results are
complementary to ours. In fact, the results of Setion 3 might
serve as a motivation for the development of new language
constructs aiming to improve AspectJ, in particular, and
AOP languages, in general.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we presented a study aiming to assess the
potential of different modularization approaches to promote
intra-application reuse of exception handling code. More
specifically, we compared aspect-oriented and objectoriented implementations of three different applications and
employed a set of metrics specifically targeting the exception
handling concern. The study results have shown that aspectoriented programming promotes reuse of exception handling
code. Even though a certain amount of reuse can also be
obtained by employing pure OO programming, the study
provides evidence that AOP allows for a larger amount of
reuse while resulting in a better textual separation of
concerns and less concern scattering. At the same time, for
the three systems, there was considerably more code related
to the error handling concern in the aspect-oriented versions
of the target systems than in the object-oriented versions.
These results contradict two previous well-known studies
that evaluated the suitability of AOP to modularize error
handling [21][3].
It is important make it clear that the modularization and
reuse of exception handling was performed exclusively
within each application. In the future, we plan to assess the
possibility of reusing aspectized exception handling code
across different applications, ideally based on a common
underlying
platform.
Applications
from
different
development platforms might use very different exceptions
and handling strategies. Another thread of future work that
we intend to follow consists of evaluating how the reuse
promoted by AspectJ aspects affects software maintenance
activities. Finally, our ultimate goal is to develop a tool
capable of automatically detecting duplicated exception
handlers and combining them into error handling aspects, so
as to maximize code reuse
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